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the definitive scholarly edition of herbert s complete english poems accompanied by extensive explanatory and textual apparatus a glossary
of key words and an index of biblical quotations the text is meticulously annotated with historical literary and biblical information as
well as modern critical contexts it is difficult to conjecture how much george herbert s return to the spiritual life was due to the sudden
failure of royal patronage and how much to his own devotion but it is vain to pretend that it was at first an easy or a palatable change of
front for him in this time of retirement in london and kent says walton he had many conflicts with himself whether he should return to the
painted pleasures of a court life or betake himself to a study of divinity and enter into sacred orders to which his mother had often
persuaded him these were such conflicts as they only can know that have endured them for ambitious desires and the outward glory of this
world are not easily laid aside but at last god inclined him to put on a resolution to serve at his altar from the introduction by arthur
waugh excerpt from the poems of george herbert life it has been said is a poem this is true probably of the life of the human race as a
whole if we could see its beginning and end as well as its middle but it is not true of all lives it is only a life here and there which
equals the dignity and aspires to the completeness of a genuine and great poem most lives are fragmentary even when they are not foul they
disappoint even when they do not disgust they are volumes without a preface an index or a moral it is delightful to turn from such
apologies for life to the rare but real lives which god gifted men like milton or herbert have been enabled to spend even on this dark and
melancholy foot breadth for immortal spirits called the earth we class milton and herbert together for this among other reasons that in
both the life and the poems were thoroughly correspondent and commensurate with each other milton lived the paradise lost and the paradise
regained as well as wrote them herbert was as well as built the temple not only did the intellectual archetype of its structure exist in
his mind but he had been able in a great measure to realise it in life before expressing it in poetry his piety was of a more evangelical
cast than milton s his purity was tenderer and lovelier he had more of the christian and less of the jew about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works excerpt from the poems of george herbert herbert was about the first to
perceive that poems should have solid structure he knew when to stop he supplies his pieces with a beginning middle and end n o superfluity
enters into their unified form herbert in short is a conscious artist and before his time literary artistry was little sought or understood
the mastery of firm poetic form is one of the distinctive contributions made by him to english verse about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and
is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the
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original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed
in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant george herbert 1593 1633 has come to be one of the most admired of the metaphysical poets though
he is a profoundly religious poet even secular readers respond to his quiet intensity and exuberant inventiveness which are amply showcased
in this selection herbert experimented brilliantly with a remarkable variety of forms from hymns and sonnets to pattern poems the shapes of
which reveal their subjects such technical agility never seems ostentatious however for precision of language and expression of genuine
feeling were the primary concerns of this poet who admonished his readers to dare to be true an anglican priest who took his calling with
deep seriousness he brought to his work a religious reverence richly allied with a playful wit and with literary and musical gifts of the
highest order his best loved poems from the collar and jordan to the altar and easter wings achieve a perfection of form and feeling a rare
luminosity and a timeless metaphysical grandeur the english poems of george herbert together with his collection of proverbs entitled
jacula by george herbert this book is a reproduction of the original book published in 1902 and may have some imperfections such as marks
or hand written notes this is a reproduction of the original artefact generally these books are created from careful scans of the original
this allows us to preserve the book accurately and present it in the way the author intended since the original versions are generally
quite old there may occasionally be certain imperfections within these reproductions we re happy to make these classics available again for
future generations to enjoy this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks
etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public
we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant george herbert combined the intellectual and the spiritual the humble and the divine to create some of the most moving devotional
poetry in the english language his deceptively simple verse uses the ingenious arguments typical of seventeenth century metaphysical poets
and unusual imagery drawn from musical structures the natural world and domestic activity to explore a mosaic of biblical themes from the
wit and wordplay of the pulley and the formal experimentation of easter wings and paradise to the intense highly personal relationship
between man and god portrayed in the collar and redemption the works collected here show the transcendental power of divine love a
wonderful edition of herbert s poetry edited by his acclaimed biographer john drury and including elegant new translations of his latin
verse by victoria moul george herbert wrote but never published some of the very greatest english poetry recording in an astonishing
variety of forms his inner experiences of grief recovery hope despair anger fulfilment and above all else love this volume edited by john
drury collects herbert s complete poetry including such classics of english devotional poetry as the altar easter wings and love it also
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includes the verse herbert wrote in latin newly translated into english by victoria moul george herbert was born in 1593 and died at the
age of 39 in 1633 before the clouds of civil war gathered he showed worldly ambition and seemed sure of high public office and a career at
court but then for a time lost himself in a humble way devoting himself to the restoration of a church and then to his parish of bemerton
three miles from salisbury when in the year of his death his friend nicholas ferrar published herbert s poems under the title the temple
his fame was quickly established john drury is chaplain and fellow of all souls college oxford his books include the burning bush 1990
painting the word 1999 and most recently music at midnight the culmination of a lifetime s interest in herbert victoria moul is lecturer in
latin literature and language at kings college london she is author of jonson horace and the classical tradition 2010 and editor of neo
latin literature 2014 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks
etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public
we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant in tracing george herbert s revisionary goals as they developed through the two manuscripts of the church this book offers a new
approach to the interpretation of his poems in showing that herbert intended to encourage his readers to connect the separate lyrics into
larger structures of meaning and also to look beyond his poetry to the bible this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this
book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the
original artifact or were introduced by the scanning process we believe this work is culturally important and despite the imperfections
have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate
your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process and hope you enjoy this valuable book this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the
original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work
is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as
most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
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contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant an entirely new selection of george herbert s verse this beautiful
volume illustrates herbert s preeminence as one of the masters of metaphysical verse herbert began his career as fellow and public orator
at cambridge and after making his way toward ordination as a priest of the church of england became rector of the parish of fuggleston cum
bemerton near sailsbury in 1630 his first book of poems the temple was published in 1633 some months after his death and his prose treatise
the country parson did not appear until 1652 his poems however met with immediate favor upon publication and have remained enduringly
popular these poems of great subtlety and wit continue to enlighten as they have since the seventeenth century celebrate the poetic and
spiritual genius of english clergyman george herbert with this comprehensive collection of his works including poems prayers letters and
devotional writings this volume showcases herbert s mastery of language and his compassionate insight into the human condition a must read
for lovers of devotional literature and the english language this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant in a mildly modernized edition this great poet s spiritual insights and quiet passion are made available to
today s reader george herbert s prose and poetry is united in this combined volume illustrating in detail the inner conflict the author
felt regarding the principles of his faith and belief in god coming of age during the early 17th century herbert demonstrated a great
appetite for intellectual endeavors while still a boy while still in his twenties he mastered greek and latin and was elected to the post
of public orator at trinity college cambridge his theological knowledge and scholarly ability distinguished him from many of his peers
throughout his life herbert suffered with physical infirmity and was never blessed with a strong constitution herbert perished of
tuberculosis at the age of only thirty nine a mere three years after becoming ordained as a priest as a person he was reported to be of a
gentle and caring demeanor often going to great lengths to make his parishioners and guests comfortable most significantly george herbert
left behind a substantial body of unpublished written work crucially he requested that his friend nicholas ferrar see that his most famous
poem the temple was printed all of herbert s poems are concerned with religious and spiritual topics upon which the author reflects with
uncommon sincerity and depth many allude to the bible overtly or subtly with references made to biblical figures and to individual passages
for his time herbert demonstrates an impressive command of poetic devices while later critics such as john dryden found his verse strained
herbert s reputation has improved with time with regards to his prose herbert s translated from italian the treatise on temperance and
sobriety by luigi cornaro this was one of the first books to advocate for modesty in eating and drinking in service of a long and joyous
life his personal letters to his brother and other associates reveal in detail his life at the university in them he is revealed to be an
able administrator and a man possessed of refined manners in correspondence his latin letters also taken from the university public
orations demonstrate a fluent command of the language which by the 17th century was scarcely spoken except in intellectual or religious
contexts
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The English Poems of George Herbert 2007-10-04 the definitive scholarly edition of herbert s complete english poems accompanied by
extensive explanatory and textual apparatus a glossary of key words and an index of biblical quotations the text is meticulously annotated
with historical literary and biblical information as well as modern critical contexts
The Poems of George Herbert 2018-04-26 it is difficult to conjecture how much george herbert s return to the spiritual life was due to the
sudden failure of royal patronage and how much to his own devotion but it is vain to pretend that it was at first an easy or a palatable
change of front for him in this time of retirement in london and kent says walton he had many conflicts with himself whether he should
return to the painted pleasures of a court life or betake himself to a study of divinity and enter into sacred orders to which his mother
had often persuaded him these were such conflicts as they only can know that have endured them for ambitious desires and the outward glory
of this world are not easily laid aside but at last god inclined him to put on a resolution to serve at his altar from the introduction by
arthur waugh
The Poems of George Herbert 2015-06-16 excerpt from the poems of george herbert life it has been said is a poem this is true probably of
the life of the human race as a whole if we could see its beginning and end as well as its middle but it is not true of all lives it is
only a life here and there which equals the dignity and aspires to the completeness of a genuine and great poem most lives are fragmentary
even when they are not foul they disappoint even when they do not disgust they are volumes without a preface an index or a moral it is
delightful to turn from such apologies for life to the rare but real lives which god gifted men like milton or herbert have been enabled to
spend even on this dark and melancholy foot breadth for immortal spirits called the earth we class milton and herbert together for this
among other reasons that in both the life and the poems were thoroughly correspondent and commensurate with each other milton lived the
paradise lost and the paradise regained as well as wrote them herbert was as well as built the temple not only did the intellectual
archetype of its structure exist in his mind but he had been able in a great measure to realise it in life before expressing it in poetry
his piety was of a more evangelical cast than milton s his purity was tenderer and lovelier he had more of the christian and less of the
jew about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book
is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such
as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
The Poems of George Herbert 1885 excerpt from the poems of george herbert herbert was about the first to perceive that poems should have
solid structure he knew when to stop he supplies his pieces with a beginning middle and end n o superfluity enters into their unified form
herbert in short is a conscious artist and before his time literary artistry was little sought or understood the mastery of firm poetic
form is one of the distinctive contributions made by him to english verse about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten
books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition
we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works
The Poems of George Herbert (Classic Reprint) 2017-10-29 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part
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of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original
work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures
errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available
to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant
The Works of George Herbert: Poems 1835 george herbert 1593 1633 has come to be one of the most admired of the metaphysical poets though he
is a profoundly religious poet even secular readers respond to his quiet intensity and exuberant inventiveness which are amply showcased in
this selection herbert experimented brilliantly with a remarkable variety of forms from hymns and sonnets to pattern poems the shapes of
which reveal their subjects such technical agility never seems ostentatious however for precision of language and expression of genuine
feeling were the primary concerns of this poet who admonished his readers to dare to be true an anglican priest who took his calling with
deep seriousness he brought to his work a religious reverence richly allied with a playful wit and with literary and musical gifts of the
highest order his best loved poems from the collar and jordan to the altar and easter wings achieve a perfection of form and feeling a rare
luminosity and a timeless metaphysical grandeur
The English poems of George Herbert, together with his collection of proverbs entitled Jacula prudentum 1871 the english poems of george
herbert together with his collection of proverbs entitled jacula by george herbert this book is a reproduction of the original book
published in 1902 and may have some imperfections such as marks or hand written notes
The Works of George Herbert 2015-11-15 this is a reproduction of the original artefact generally these books are created from careful scans
of the original this allows us to preserve the book accurately and present it in the way the author intended since the original versions
are generally quite old there may occasionally be certain imperfections within these reproductions we re happy to make these classics
available again for future generations to enjoy
Herbert: Poems 2012-07-18 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks
etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public
we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant
The Poems of George Herbert 1958 george herbert combined the intellectual and the spiritual the humble and the divine to create some of the
most moving devotional poetry in the english language his deceptively simple verse uses the ingenious arguments typical of seventeenth
century metaphysical poets and unusual imagery drawn from musical structures the natural world and domestic activity to explore a mosaic of
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biblical themes from the wit and wordplay of the pulley and the formal experimentation of easter wings and paradise to the intense highly
personal relationship between man and god portrayed in the collar and redemption the works collected here show the transcendental power of
divine love
The English Poems of George Herbert, Together with His Collection of Proverbs Entitled Jacula 2016-02-24 a wonderful edition of herbert s
poetry edited by his acclaimed biographer john drury and including elegant new translations of his latin verse by victoria moul george
herbert wrote but never published some of the very greatest english poetry recording in an astonishing variety of forms his inner
experiences of grief recovery hope despair anger fulfilment and above all else love this volume edited by john drury collects herbert s
complete poetry including such classics of english devotional poetry as the altar easter wings and love it also includes the verse herbert
wrote in latin newly translated into english by victoria moul george herbert was born in 1593 and died at the age of 39 in 1633 before the
clouds of civil war gathered he showed worldly ambition and seemed sure of high public office and a career at court but then for a time
lost himself in a humble way devoting himself to the restoration of a church and then to his parish of bemerton three miles from salisbury
when in the year of his death his friend nicholas ferrar published herbert s poems under the title the temple his fame was quickly
established john drury is chaplain and fellow of all souls college oxford his books include the burning bush 1990 painting the word 1999
and most recently music at midnight the culmination of a lifetime s interest in herbert victoria moul is lecturer in latin literature and
language at kings college london she is author of jonson horace and the classical tradition 2010 and editor of neo latin literature 2014
The Works of George Herbert 2020-05-11 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks
etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public
we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant
The Poems of George Herbert 1979 in tracing george herbert s revisionary goals as they developed through the two manuscripts of the church
this book offers a new approach to the interpretation of his poems in showing that herbert intended to encourage his readers to connect the
separate lyrics into larger structures of meaning and also to look beyond his poetry to the bible
The Poems of George Herbert 1972 this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may have occasional imperfections such as
missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original artifact or were introduced by the scanning
process we believe this work is culturally important and despite the imperfections have elected to bring it back into print as part of our
continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the
preservation process and hope you enjoy this valuable book
ENGLISH POEMS OF GEORGE HERBER 2016-08-26 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work
as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most
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important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures
errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available
to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant
The Poems of George Herbert 1976 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks
etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public
we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant
The Complete English Poems 2004-10-07 an entirely new selection of george herbert s verse this beautiful volume illustrates herbert s
preeminence as one of the masters of metaphysical verse herbert began his career as fellow and public orator at cambridge and after making
his way toward ordination as a priest of the church of england became rector of the parish of fuggleston cum bemerton near sailsbury in
1630 his first book of poems the temple was published in 1633 some months after his death and his prose treatise the country parson did not
appear until 1652 his poems however met with immediate favor upon publication and have remained enduringly popular these poems of great
subtlety and wit continue to enlighten as they have since the seventeenth century
The Complete Works in Verse and Prose of George Herbert ... 1874 celebrate the poetic and spiritual genius of english clergyman george
herbert with this comprehensive collection of his works including poems prayers letters and devotional writings this volume showcases
herbert s mastery of language and his compassionate insight into the human condition a must read for lovers of devotional literature and
the english language this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Complete Poetry 2015-04-16 in a mildly modernized edition this great poet s spiritual insights and quiet passion are made available to
today s reader
The English Poems of George Herbert, Together with His Collection of Proverbs Entitled Jacula Prudentum 2018-02-14 george herbert s prose
and poetry is united in this combined volume illustrating in detail the inner conflict the author felt regarding the principles of his
faith and belief in god coming of age during the early 17th century herbert demonstrated a great appetite for intellectual endeavors while
still a boy while still in his twenties he mastered greek and latin and was elected to the post of public orator at trinity college
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cambridge his theological knowledge and scholarly ability distinguished him from many of his peers throughout his life herbert suffered
with physical infirmity and was never blessed with a strong constitution herbert perished of tuberculosis at the age of only thirty nine a
mere three years after becoming ordained as a priest as a person he was reported to be of a gentle and caring demeanor often going to great
lengths to make his parishioners and guests comfortable most significantly george herbert left behind a substantial body of unpublished
written work crucially he requested that his friend nicholas ferrar see that his most famous poem the temple was printed all of herbert s
poems are concerned with religious and spiritual topics upon which the author reflects with uncommon sincerity and depth many allude to the
bible overtly or subtly with references made to biblical figures and to individual passages for his time herbert demonstrates an impressive
command of poetic devices while later critics such as john dryden found his verse strained herbert s reputation has improved with time with
regards to his prose herbert s translated from italian the treatise on temperance and sobriety by luigi cornaro this was one of the first
books to advocate for modesty in eating and drinking in service of a long and joyous life his personal letters to his brother and other
associates reveal in detail his life at the university in them he is revealed to be an able administrator and a man possessed of refined
manners in correspondence his latin letters also taken from the university public orations demonstrate a fluent command of the language
which by the 17th century was scarcely spoken except in intellectual or religious contexts
George Herbert 2006
The Poem in Time 1990
The Poetical Works of George Herbert 1865
Herbert's Poems: with his Country Parson. A new edition to which is prefixed, the life of the author; from I. Walton 1809
The English Poems of George Herbert, Together with His Collection of Proverbs Entitled Jacula Prudentum - Primary Source Edition 2013-09
The English Poems of George Herbert - Scholar's Choice Edition 2015-02-12
Selected Poems of George Herbert 1971
The Works of George Herbert 2016-05-18
The English Poems of George Herbert ; with A Priest to the Temple ; and His Collection of Proverbs Called Jacula Prudentium 1960
The Complete Poems of Christopher Harvey ... 1874
George Herbert 1994
The Works of George Herbert in Prose and Verse; Volume II 2023-07-18
George Herbert's Pattern Poems 1977
The Temple 2001
The Temple, 1638
The Works of George Herbert 1959
Selected Poems of George Herbert 1971-01-01
The Complete Works of George Herbert 2017-08-31
George Herbert 1995
Herbert's Poems 1903
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